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January 23, 2014

Re: Commercial Real Estate Survey: 4th Quarter, 2013

Dear Reader,

RCG Economics and the UNLV Lied Institute for Real Estate Studies are excited to produced the Lied-RCG
Commercial Real Estate Survey (“the Survey”) containing the most comprehensive, timely and accurate data and
analysis on the Las Vegas Valley’s industrial, speculative office and anchored retail markets.

RCG Economics has partnered with the Lied Institute to produce objective and independent quarterly surveys on the
health and state of the commercial real estate market. RCG is a leader in real estate market research and analysis,
including commercial real estate, and in economic forecasting. The Lied Institute seeks to advance real estate knowl-
edge through research, student scholarship, and community outreach activities.

The Survey is born of our commitment to excellence in serving those organizations requiring superior up-to-date mar-
ket analysis and data to make key decisions. Developing this Private-Public Partnership to collect, analyze and release
unbiased information is further proof of this commitment. Equally important, the data herein is collected as close as
possible to the end of each quarter.

This survey documents historical and current market conditions at the Valley and submarket levels. The data contained
herein are organized and tracked by our in-house research analysts and economists to provide the best analysis of Las
Vegas’ commercial real estate markets. The survey contains a variety of meaningful market indicators, including:

l Total existing inventory
l New and planned construction activity
l Vacancy and occupancy levels
l Net Absorption
l “Coupon” or quoted monthly rents

Further, our three commercial (industrial, office and retail) databases contain benchmark building data, by submarket,
dating back to 1996. This information allows us to develop “custom” studies for our readers and clients. It is through
this survey and our other services and products, that we remain the “Source for Decision Makers.”

Regards,

John Restrepo Marcus Conklin
RCG Economics Lied Institute for Real Estate Studies-UNLV
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LAS VEGAS VALLEY INDUSTRIAL MARKET

SUMMARY
The Las Vegas Valley’s (“the Valley”) industrial market1 ended
Q4 with an inventory of 107.6 million square feet (“sf”).
Demand during the final quarter of 2013 was 885,400 sf, bring-
ing the 2013 total to 4.6 million sf, the highest level recorded
since 2007. The year ended with an industrial vacancy of 11.8%,
3.7 percentage points below year-end 2012. At $0.52 per square
foot (“psf”) NNN2, the average asking rent for industrial space
was above last quarter ($0.51 psf) and the same quarter last year
($0.48 psf). At the end of 2013, there were 1 million sf of indus-
trial forward-supply, all under construction as we recorded no
space in the planning stages. All under construction space was
for Warehouse/Distribution facilities. Although industrial
employment has yet to stabilize, performance metrics for the
Valley’s industrial market in 2013 overall indicates that we are
now in the midst of a recovery.

INDUSTRIAL-RELATED JOBS
Employment in the industrial sector represents 15% of all private
employment in Clark County. There were 111,500 industrial-
related jobs as of November 2013, 1,700 less (-1.5%) from the
same month last year.3 After finally turning positive beginning in May 2012 to June 2013, annual industrial employment growth
has since been negative over the past five months. These losses were largely due to the construction and transportation & ware-
housing industries. Meanwhile, the wholesale industry has expanded while natural resources and manufacturing have been flat.

VACANCY & RENTS
The Valley’s total industrial vacancy rate (directly vacant plus vacant sublease space) was 11.8% in Q4, down from the 12.6%
recorded for the previous quarter and the 15.5% in Q4, 2012. Vacancy levels have shown notable improvements in all quarters
of 2013 since dropping to 14.9% in Q1, 2013. Prior to that, vacancy stagnated between 15% and 16% since 2010.

On a submarket basis, the lowest industrial vacancy rate was
maintained in West Central, at 6.9% in Q4. The tiny Northwest
submarket continued to post the highest rate among the
Valley’s seven submarkets at 17.9%, though it improved in Q4
by dropping 7.8 percentage points over the previous quarter's
25.7%. Among the larger industrial submarkets, vacancy in
North Las Vegas declined the most, falling by 2.4 percentage
points from Q3’s 13.6%, followed by East Las Vegas’ 2.2 per-
centage point drop to 8.2%. Minor improvements were also
recorded in West Central and Southwest. The Airport and
Henderson submarkets saw vacancy increase quarter over
quarter, by 1.4 and 0.4 percentage points, respectively.

Three product types experienced a decrease in vacancy over
the previous quarter in Q4: Warehouse/Distribution, Light
Industrial and R&D/Flex. The largest drop, -1.5 percentage
points, was in Warehouse/Distribution space. Vacancy rose
slightly in Incubator (+0.3 percentage point) and Light
Distribution (+0.1 percentage point). Light Industrial had the
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lowest vacancy among all industrial types at 8.1%, while
R&D/Flex space had the highest vacancy rate at 22.4%.

Monthly asking rents for industrial space (calculated on a
NNN basis – or not accounting for any operating expenses)
have risen over the past three quarters. At $.52 per sf in Q4,
2013, rents are up just $.01 over last quarter’s $.51 and
down $.04 over Q4, 2012’s $.48 psf. Adjusting historical
quarterly asking rents for inflation, Q4's current average
asking rent is $0.21 below average real asking rents five
years ago (Q4, 2008’s $.74 psf).

DEMAND
Demand in the Valley’s industrial market (defined as total
net absorption) was positive for the fifth straight quarter
with 885,400 sf of net space absorbed in Q4. For 2013 over-
all, net absorption totaled over 4.6 million sf, much stronger
than 2012’s -317,400 sf total and is the largest amount
absorbed since 2007.

By submarket, North Las Vegas saw the most net absorption this quarter with 763,800 sf of more space occupied over last quar-
ter. East Las Vegas, Northwest, Southwest and West Central also posted increases ranging between 63,000 sf and 126,000 sf.
Negative net absorption this quarter were recorded in Airport (-194,200 sf) and Henderson (-44,200 sf).

Demand by product types in Q4 showed improvements for Warehouse/Distribution, Light Industrial and R&D/Flex, but
decreased for Light Distribution and Incubator. Warehouse/Distribution led the way with 671,000 sf absorbed for the quarter,
but is less than the 954,500 sf absorbed in the previous quarter. The negative net absorption in Light Distribution and Incubator
were -25,300 sf and -23,400 sf, respectively. The Valley’s positive net absorption for the year overall was driven by the strong
demand for Warehouse/Distribution space with nearly 3.1 million sf absorbed for the year. All other products were also positive
for the year: Light Industrial (651,500 sf), Light Distribution (478,700 sf), R&D/Flex (252,300 sf) and Incubator (156,600 sf).

SUPPLY
There were no industrial completions during Q4,
2013 and inventory remained at 107.6 million sf in
4,204 buildings. For the year, 801,500 sf were
brought to the market in 2013, all in the form of six
built-to-suit space primarily as
Warehouse/Distribution buildings. In comparison to
the previous recent years, we see that no new space
was completed in 2012 and only 152,000 sf was com-
pleted in 2011. 

There were five projects under construction by the
end of the year, four of which support the trend of
build-to-suit warehouse/distribution developments:
Konami Gaming's expansion (193,000 sf in Airport);
FedEx Distribution Center (296,000 sf in
Henderson); Nicholas & Company (200,000 sf in
North Las Vegas); and TJ Maxx’s expansion
(300,000 sf in North Las Vegas). The remaining proj-
ect is a 70,000-sf Light Industrial building for
VadaTech's manufacturing facility.
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An important measure of the near-term health of the commercial markets is the potential number of years of available supply.
With vacancy at 11.8% and assuming a 10-year quarterly absorption average of 550,200 sf, we estimate that it would take about
1 year for the industrial market to reach a 10-% vacancy rate.

One of the economic development challenges facing Southern
Nevada is the lack of space of a certain size. There is critical
shortage of space over 100,000 sf. According to discussions with
the local development community, this shortage is hampering the
rate of economic development. There is evidence that the region
has lost a number of prospective businesses to competing Western
metros because of the lack of large industrial spaces. Additionally,
this shortage is limiting the growth potential of existing business-
es, because of the inability to expand operations and hiring. This
challenge is clearly illustrated in the following chart.

FURTHER THOUGHTS
The Valley’s industrial market continued to steadily improve during 2013. While the trajectory of this growth was more mod-
erate than the local commercial real estate industry would like, it was a major improvement over the 2009-12 period. During
2013, the monthly asking rent averaged $0.50 psf, just barely above 2012’s $0.48 psf. Also, this is not much of a notable dif-
ference from 2010 ($0.49 psf) and 2011 ($0.52). And, as we noted previously, the Valley’s industrial vacancy rate declined in
every quarter of 2013 to 11.8% at the end of Q4. This shows a notable breakthrough after having stagnated between 15.1% and
16% in the three years prior since 2010. As the
market enters 2014, headwinds remain because of
a less than exciting job market, but RCG and Lied
still see a healthier industrial market this coming
year. Most local economic indicators continue to
gradually improve in an “elongated Nike Swoosh”
kind of way. The biggest challenge facing the local
industrial market is what we noted above, a lack of
readily available contiguous industrial space
above 100,000 sf. The reasons are numerous:
tough lending climate, Las Vegas’ less than stellar
economic recovery and land pricing and availabil-
ity issues, to name a few. But the fact remains, this
situation will potentially hamper the region’s
recovery and economic development efforts if not
addressed during the next couple of years.
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INDUSTRIAL MARKET GLOSSARY
Properties tracked have loading dock-grade-level doors. Building characteristics were used to define the appropriate subtype
classification. These characteristics can include a building’s primary use, size, type of loading doors, clear heights and parking
ratios. A property must exhibit one or more of the typical building characteristics to be considered a specific classification of
properties into subtypes.

Warehouse/Distribution
These buildings are the largest among the subtypes and are used for warehousing and distributing materials and merchandise.
Warehouse facilities are primarily used for storage and distribution buildings are warehouse facilities designed to accommodate
the freight and movement of products/goods.

l Multi- or single-tenant,
l Building/park size of at least 10,000 square feet,
l Dock-high doors (or grade-level doors) and clear heights of at least 16 feet, and 
l Parking ratios of: 1-2/1,000 square feet - traditional warehouse/distribution

3-4/1,000 square feet - high velocity warehouse/distribution.

Light Distribution
These buildings are primarily used as a distribution transfer center for the transshipment of products/goods (usually to change
the mode of transport or for consolidation or deconsolidation of goods before shipment).

l Multi- or single-tenant,
l Building/park size of at least 5,000 square feet, usually characterized by long narrow buildings,
l Cross-dock doors (or several dock high doors) with 12-16 feet clear height to accommodate transfer to/from multiple

trucks, and
l Parking ratios of: 1-2/1,000 square feet - traditional warehouse/distribution

3-4/1,000 square feet - high velocity warehouse/distribution.

Light Industrial
These buildings are primarily used for light industry manufacturing (rather than heavy industrial manufacturing that uses
large amounts of raw materials, power and space) to produce and or assemble products/goods for consumers as end-users.

l Multi- or single-tenant,
l Building/park size of at least 7,000 square feet,
l Grade-level doors (or dock-high doors) and clear heights usually between 13 feet and 18 feet, and
l Parking ratio of 4+/1,000 square feet.

Incubator
Buildings or portions of buildings that accommodate companies in the early phase of growth. The typical user generally needs
1,000 to 3,000 square feet of warehouse space plus 5% to 20% earmarked for office space with the remaining being the ware-
house space. Because of its lower space needs, an incubator tenant is usually a low-volume business needing more less frequent
packing and unpacking activity and smaller shipment sizes.

l Multi-tenant,
l Building/park size of at least 5,000 square feet,
l Grade-level doors with clear heights less than 15 feet, and
l Parking ratio: Less than 3/1,000 square feet.

R&D/Flex
These buildings are the smallest among the subtypes and are designed to allow its occupants to easily alternate uses as indus-
trial space or office space. This may include: 

l Industrial space generally as light industrial or incubator; and
l Office space generally as research and development (R&D) parks.
l Multi- or single-tenant,
l Building/park size of at least 2,000 square feet,
l Grade-level doors with clear heights less than 15 feet, and
l Parking ratio of 3-4/1,000 square feet.
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LAS VEGAS VALLEY OFFICE MARKET
SUMMARY
The Las Vegas Valley’s (“the Valley”) speculative office market4

saw no new space completed at the end of Q4 and inventory
remained at 42.4 million square feet (“sf”). For 2013 overall, Q3
was the only quarter to see new space completed with 26,000 sf
added. Vacancy was 23% at the end of 2013, relatively
unchanged from the 23.3% vacancy recorded for the fourth quar-
ter of 2012. The 470,400 sf of net absorption in Q4 broke a three-
quarter trend of negative levels. Absorption in Q4 was just
enough to offset the -396,000 sf of negative absorption in the first
three quarters of 2013, bringing the annual total to a positive
74,500 sf of demand. At $1.82 per square foot (“psf”) FSG

5
, ask-

ing rents for office space in Q4 lessened from Q3’s $1.85 psf and
from Q4, 2012’s $1.83 psf. At the end of the year, there were
565,000 sf of office space under-construction and no space in the
planning stages. Much of this under-construction space was con-
centrated in Class A product in the Northwest and Southwest sub-
markets. 

OFFICE-RELATED JOBS
Employment in the office sector is an integral driver in our local economy, comprising 31% of all private employment in Clark
County. There were 230,700 jobs in sectors that traditionally occupy office as of November 2013, 3,800 more (+1.7%) from the
same month last year.6 Throughout 2013, year-over-year growth in office-related employment has been moderate, averaging 2%
overall. By industry, information and financial activities have struggled towards the latter half of the year, while professional &
business services have expanded. Health care & social assistance jobs have been fairly flat. 

VACANCY & RENTS
After posting a near record high of 24.1% last quarter – which is second to Q4, 2011’s rate – total vacancy (directly vacant plus
vacant sublease space) in the Valley’s office market dropped slightly to 23% in Q4. With the exception of this quarter, vacancy
rose in all other quarters of 2013. Vacancy has been elevated above the 22% mark since Q2, 2010.

Downtown maintains the lowest vacancy rate at 16.8% and is the only submarket in the Valley with vacancy below 20%. East
Las Vegas continues to have the highest rate at 26.7%, followed closely by West Central at 26%. West Central saw vacancy rise
slightly over last quarter (+0.3 percentage points) while the other submarkets saw vacancy improve. Airport led the way, drop-
ping -3.2 percentage points to 20.4%, followed by Henderson (-1.9 percentage points to 24.1%) and Northwest (-1.8 percent-
age points to 23%).

Much of the improvement in vacancy over last quarter was due
to Medical space, which posted a 3.4-percentage point drop to
22.3% in Q4. The remaining product types saw vacancy drop
by less than 1 percentage point. Vacancy continues to be high-
est for Class A space at 29.6%. Vacancy for Class B and Class
C are similar to Medical’s rate at 22.9% and 21.0%, respec-
tively. Overall, there has been little movement in vacancy rates
since Q2, 2010, on both the submarket and product type lev-
els, suggesting that the Valley's office market is finally stabi-
lizing. This trend is consistent with the trends seen in jobs
related to the office market, which has struggled to maintain
sustainable growth over the past three years.
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Average monthly asking office rent (calculated on a full-service gross basis
– or accounting for all operating expenses) was $1.82 per square foot (“psf”)
in Q4, $0.03 less than the $1.85 psf asking rent in the previous quarter and
the $1.83 psf in Q4, 2012. After a trend of decreases beginning in Q4, 2007,
rents began to flatten out and even increase slightly since 2012. Adjusting
historical quarterly asking rents for inflation, the current average asking rent
is down a significant $0.74 from real asking rents five years ago (Q4, 2008’s
$2.56 psf).

DEMAND
After being negative in the first three quarters of 2013, Valley-wide specula-
tive office total net absorption was positive at 470,430 sf during Q4. On an
annual basis, net absorption for 2013 totaled 74,500 sf. This is worse than
2012 when 633,400 sf was absorbed, but better than 2011’s -746,400 sf.

Most of this quarter’s improvement was accounted for in the Airport sub-
market, where 161,300 sf were absorbed, followed by Northwest’s 156,800
sf. With the exception of West Central’s negative absorption of 15,100 sf, all
other submarkets saw more space occupied compared to last quarter. 

Positive absorption was also recorded for all product types on a net basis for
the quarter, largely in Medical space (244,300 sf) and Class C (199,900 sf).
This was followed by Class B’s 72,300 sf and Class A’s 52,100 sf.

SUPPLY
No new office product was completed during the fourth quarter of 2013. For 2013 as a whole, only 26,000 square feet of office
space was completed, attributed to one project completed in Henderson during Q3. This is the lowest level of annual comple-
tions we’ve recorded since tracking the market over several years ago. Of the past 16 quarters since Q1, 2010, there were only
four quarters where new space entered the market. In comparison, the amount of annual office completions during the boom
years – from 2003 to 2008 – ranged between 1.1 million sf and 4.3 million sf. The lack of new construction over the past four
years has likely helped the gradual slow-down in office vacancy increases since Q2, 2009.

A higher level of completions are expected for 2014 as we recorded five spec office projects in the forward supply7 pipeline by
the end 2013, of which all were under construction. Two developments are underway in the Northwest, including the office com-
ponents of the Shops at Summerlin (198,000 sf in Class A) and Tivoli Village (68,000 sf in Class A). The second phase of the
Seven Hills Plaza continued its progress into Q4 and when completed, will add 44,000 sf of Class B space in Henderson. The
Gramercy’s two 100,000 sf Class A buildings in the Southwest moved forward from planned status and broke ground in Q4. The
remaining project underway is the EVAPS Law Office building in the Downtown submarket (55,000 sf in Class B).

An important measure of the near-term health of the commercial markets is the potential number of years of available supply.
Given the very high vacancy of 23% and based on the average quarterly absorption of the last 10 years (213,000 sf), we estimate
that there is 6 to 7 years of speculative office supply in the Valley that must be absorbed to reach a 10% “normalized” vacancy.
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FURTHER THOUGHTS
The Valley’s speculative office market continues to bounce
along the bottom in 2013, ending the year with a vacancy rate
of 23% in the fourth quarter. While this is the lowest it has
been in three years since Q4, 2010’s 22.6%, it hardly shows an
improvement. Without an extended growth period of the
region’s job market, Lied and RCG don’t see the local office
market improving too much. Surely, certain office products in
certain submarkets will do better than others, but, overall, the
Great Recession devastated the Southern Nevada office market
like it did to employment. There isn’t enough pixy dust or
magic beans to change that fact. Rents have been flat over the
past two years since Q1, 2012, fluctuating between $1.82 and
$1.85 psf. Because of the job market headwinds, RCG and
Lied expect more of same for the speculative office market in
2014. The fact is that, while most local economic indicators
continue to improve, the recovery of many of the office-using
job sectors remains sluggish. 

OFFICE MARKET GLOSSARY
Office property buildings or building parks tracked include speculative, multi-tenant properties with at least 10,000 square feet
of usable office space. Building characteristics were used to define the appropriate subtype classification (i.e., professional or
medical). These characteristics can include rents, location, quality of building systems (e.g., mechanical, elevator and utility sys-
tems), finishes (e.g., lobby and hallway design/ materials), and amenities. A property must exhibit one or more of the typical
building characteristics to be considered a specific classification.

Class A
Class A properties are the highest quality buildings in the market with steel frame construction - typically mid-rise (3 - 4 sto-
ries) or high-rise (5 stories or more).

l High asking gross rent (FSG) with a typical premium of 20-30% of office rents in the local market,
l Location within a central business area,
l Capacity to meet current tenant requirements and anticipated future tenant needs,
l Building finishes that are of high quality and competitive with new construction, and 
l Maintenance, management and upkeep amenities above average.

Class B
Class B properties have buildings with steel frame, reinforced concrete or concrete tilt-up construction - usually low-rise (1 - 2
stories) or mid-rise (3 - 4 stories). 

l Asking gross rent (FSG) typically in a specified range between asking gross rents for Class A and Class C buildings,
l Average to good location,
l Adequate capacity to deliver services currently required by tenants,
l Building finishes with average to good design and materials, and
l Maintenance, management and upkeep amenities that are considered average. 

Class C
Class C properties have buildings with wood construction and are usually low-rise (1 - 2 stories).

l Asking gross rent (FSG) typically in the bottom 10-20% of office rents in the marketplace,
l Depends primarily on lower prices rather than desirable locations to attract occupants,
l Capacities that may not meet current tenant needs,
l Building finishes that show a dated appearance, and 
l Maintenance, management and upkeep amenities that are below average.

Medical
An office building in which 50% or more of its available space under the various building classifications above consists of med-
ical office use. 
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LAS VEGAS VALLEY ANCHORED RETAIL MARKET

SUMMARY
The Las Vegas Valley’s (“the Valley”) anchored retail market8

inventory remained at 42 million square feet (“sf”) in Q4,
2013 as there were no completions recorded for the year.
After seeing net absorption drop last quarter, demand for
retail space was positive again with 312,100 sf absorbed,
bringing the four-quarter total to 484,500 sf for 2013 overall.
This helped push vacancy down to 11.7% in Q4, down from
12.4% last quarter’s and 12.8% in the same quarter last year.
Average monthly asking rents rose to $1.32 per square foot
(“psf”) NNN9 in Q4, $0.02 higher than the previous quarter
and $0.01 lower than Q4, 2012. There remained 278,700 sf of
forward-supply10 space, comprised of two Community
Centers that were under construction by the end of 2013.

RETAIL JOBS
There were 110,900 jobs in the retail sector in November
2013, accounting for 14% of total private jobs in Clark
County. This was 5,900 (+5.6%) more than the retail jobs
recorded for November 2012. Employment in the retail sec-
tor has been increasing on a year-over-year basis since May
2010 and has shown relatively strong gains throughout 2013. 

VACANCY & RENTS
Since the record high of 15.3% in Q2, 2011, the average total vacancy rate (directly vacant plus vacant sublease space) for the
Valley’s anchored retail market declined for the 10th consecutive quarter to 11.7% in Q4, 2013. This is 0.7 percentage points
below Q3, and 1.1 percentage points below Q4, 2012 when vacancy was 12.8%.

The highest submarket vacancies were in West Central at 17.1%, followed by Downtown (14.1%), University East (13.8%) and
Henderson (13.4%). Only two submarkets had vacancy rates below 10%, including Southwest (7.9%) and Northwest (9.4%).

Relative to the previous quarter, vacancy went
up slightly in Downtown and West Central and
decreased in the remaining submarkets. The
largest improvements were in the Northeast,
which saw vacancy drop 2.2 percentage points
to 13.4% in Q4, and in Henderson where
vacancy dropped 2.2 percentage points 10.3%.

Vacancy improved in all shopping center types
but improved the most in Neighborhood
Centers, which saw vacancy drop 1 percentage
point from the previous quarter to 13.1% in
Q4. Power Centers had the lowest overall
vacancy among the three product types at
10.6%. Community Center space was 11%
vacant at the end of the year.

After recording five consecutive quarters of
slight decreases, the overall average monthly
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asking rent rose in Q4 to $1.32 psf (calculated on a NNN
basis; not accounting for any operating expenses).
Compared to Q3's $1.30 psf, rents are up $0.02, but remain
a bit above the $1.33 psf in Q4, 2012. Overall, rents have
been relatively flat since Q3, 2011, stagnating between
$1.30 psf and $1.37 psf. Adjusting historical quarterly ask-
ing rents for inflation, the current average asking rent of
$1.32 is $0.90 below that of five years ago, when Q4,
2008’s asking rent was $2.22 psf in real terms.

DEMAND
After recording -42,000 sf of total net absorption during the
previous quarter, demand has picked up once again in Q4,
posting 312,100 sf of space absorbed for the quarter. This is
the strongest it has been since Q1, 2008. However, on an
annual basis, the 484,500 sf of net absorption in 2013 is half
what it was in 2012 when over 1 million sf was absorbed.

The West Central and Downtown submarkets saw more
space vacated than leased on a net basis at -3,000 sf and -
68,000 sf, respectively. The remaining areas recorded posi-

tive absorption, led by Henderson with 177,500 sf absorbed.

Net absorption was up in all shopping center types, with equal contributions from Community Centers (145,000 sf) and
Neighborhood Centers (144,100 sf). Absorption in Power Centers added 23,000 sf for the quarter.

SUPPLY
No new anchored retail space in the Valley was completed during Q4, 2013. There were only two quarters in the past four years
(since Q1, 2010) that new retail space was brought to the market. The Valley’s total anchored retail inventory remained at 44.1
million sf in 266 shopping center buildings.

Lastly, forward supply11 activity at the end of Q4 was unchanged over the previous quarter: there were no anchored centers that
were planned for development while 278,700 sf were under construction. Under-construction retail space included two
Community Centers being built in phases, including the 138,700-square-foot Green Valley Crossing in Henderson and the
140,000-square-foot Target-anchored center in the Northwest.

From what we know, we do not see much new retail development taking place in 2014. This will help the Valley’s anchored
retail market trend back toward a 10% stabilized vacancy rate. Our latest estimates indicate a timeline of 1-1.5 years (based on
average quarterly absorption rate of 187,200 sf over the last 10 years) before the stable rate is realized.
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FURTHER THOUGHTS
The Valley’s anchored retail market steadily improved during 2013, continuing the slow climb to recovery that began in 2012.
The trajectory of this moderate growth is clearly welcomed and has much improved compared to 2009-11. While average
monthly asking rents grew very little over the past two years (2012 and 2013), the vacancy rate has dropped three percentage
points to 11.7% by the end of 2013. This upturn clearly mirrors consumer confidence and spending (local residents and tourists),
which also reflects greatly on the improved taxable retail sales in Southern Nevada. That said, these improvements are largely
driven by the use of consumer debt and not necessarily growing wages and incomes, and weekly work hours, which remained
listless. As the anchored retail market moves into 2014, job and wage growth will remain a concern, as we have noted, but RCG
and Lied expects a progressively healthier market this coming year. We hope that this trend spreads to the unanchored retail
market, which remains anemic. It is likely that we will continue to see a number of unanchored centers re-tenanted for non-tra-
ditional users like call centers.

RETAIL MARKET GLOSSARY
Retail properties tracked include shopping centers with at least 10,000 square feet of usable space. These centers have several
different stores or tenants and are anchored by one or more large, national tenant (i.e., Best Buy, Target, and Smith’s).
Characteristics of buildings were used to define the appropriate classification of properties into subtypes, such as tenant mix,
size and trade area. A property must exhibit one or more of the typical building characteristics to be considered a specific clas-
sification.

Power Center
l Centers with a minimum of three, but usually five or more, anchor tenants that dominant in their categories
l Size typically more than 250,000 square feet, but can be as small as 125,000 square feet; almost all units designed for

large tenants
l Customer-base is typically drawn from within a 15-mile trade area

Community Center
l Centers with stores that sell consumer goods, in addition to convenience goods and personal services
l Typical anchor tenants include junior department stores and off-price/discount stores, and store that sell goods requiring

comparison such as apparel and appliances; other tenants include drug stores and home improvement centers
l Size typically between 100,000 and 300,000 square feet, but can be over 500,000 square feet
l Customer-base is primarily within a five-mile trade area

Neighborhood Center
l Center with stores that sell convenience goods (e.g., food, sundries and takeout food) and provide personal services (e.g.,

dry cleaning and hair/nail care) that meet the day-to-day living needs to the immediate area
l Typical anchor tenant is a supermarket
l Size tends to be smaller than 100,000 square feet, but can range from 30,000 to 150,000 square feet
l Customer-base is within a two- to three-mile trade area
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NOTES

Includes all single and multi-tenant for-lease and owner-occupied industrial Warehouse/Distribution, Light Distribution,
Light Industrial, Incubator and R&D Flex properties with roll-up doors in the Las Vegas Valley.

All industrial rents in this report are quoted on a monthly triple net (NNN) per square foot basis and does not include
additional expenses such as taxes, insurance, maintenance, janitorial and utilities. Rents are based on the direct vacant
space in projects, not the average of leases in projects.

Based on select industries (Natural Resources, Construction, Manufacturing, and Transportation & Warehousing and
Wholesale Trade industries) from the Nevada Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation’s latest employ-
ment statistics.

Includes all for-lease (speculative only) professional office Class A, Class B, Class C and Medical office properties
greater than or equal to 10,000 sf of gross leasable area. Does not include government buildings.

All office rents in this report are quoted on a monthly full-service gross (FSG) psf basis inclusive of taxes, insurance,
maintenance, janitorial and utilities.

Based on select industries (Information, Financial Activities, Professional & Business and Health Care & Social
Assistance) from the Nevada Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation’s latest employment statistics.

Forward-supply is a combination of space presently under construction in a quarter and space planned to begin construc-
tion within the next 4 quarters.

Includes all anchored retail Power Center, Community Center and Neighborhood Center properties with 40,000 or more
of gross leasable area in the Las Vegas Valley.

All retail rents in this report are quoted on a monthly triple net (NNN) per square foot basis and does not include addi-
tion al expenses such as taxes, insurance, maintenance, janitorial and utilities.

Forward-supply is a combination of space presently under construction in a quarter and space planned to begin construc-
tion within the next 4 quarters.

Forward-supply is a combination of space presently under construction in a quarter and space planned to begin construc-
tion within the next 4 quarters.
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